Neuronal mechanisms of novelty seeking
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Abstract

Humans and other primates interact with the world by observing and exploring visual objects. In particular, they often seek out the opportunities to view novel objects that they have never seen before, even when they have no extrinsic primary reward value. However, despite the importance of novel visual objects in our daily life, we currently lack an understanding of how primate brain circuits control the motivation to seek out novelty. We found that novelty-seeking is regulated by a small understudied subcortical region, the zona incerta (ZI). In a task in which monkeys made eye movements to familiar objects to obtain the opportunity to view novel objects, many ZI neurons were preferentially activated by predictions of future novel objects and displayed burst excitations before gaze shifts to gain access to novel objects. Low intensity electrical stimulation of ZI facilitated gaze shifts, while inactivations of ZI reduced novelty-seeking. Surprisingly, additional experiments showed that this ZI-dependent novelty seeking behavior is not regulated by canonical neural circuitry for reward seeking. The habenula-dopamine pathway, known to reflect reward predictions that control reward seeking, was relatively inactive during novelty-seeking behavior in which novelty had no extrinsic reward value. Instead, high channel-count electrophysiological experiments and anatomical tracing identified a prominent source of control signals for novelty seeking in the anterior ventral medial temporal cortex (AVMTC), a brain region known to be crucially involved in visual processing and object memory. In addition to their well-known function in signaling the novelty or familiarity of objects in the current environment, AVMTC neurons reflected the predictions of future novel objects, akin to the way neurons in reward-circuitry predict future rewards in order to control reward-seeking. Our data uncover a network of primate brain areas that regulate novelty-seeking. The behavioral and neural distinctions between novelty-seeking and reward-processing highlight how the brain can accomplish behavioral flexibility, providing a mechanism to explore novel objects.
Main

Humans and other primates evolved to seek novel experiences, for example by expressing strong desires to inspect novel objects (1-7). However, the neuronal mechanisms that control novelty-seeking are poorly understood.

A dominant set of theories suggests that neurons that process reward, particularly dopamine (DA) neurons that signal prediction errors in “reward values” (8-10), also treat novelty as its own reward. This notion is mostly supported by theoretical work (11-13) which draws from the observation that when subjects are shown novel objects, functional magnetic resonance imaging detects changes in blood oxygenation in-and-around the substantia nigra (14, 15) where many DA neurons reside. There is indeed strong evidence that DA neurons reflect the subjective value of primary, appetitive rewards (8, 16-19), and can also signal more abstract forms of reward, such as the preference for obtaining information about upcoming uncertain rewards (20) and for social interactions (21-23). However, whether or not the preference for novelty, for novelty’s own sake, is encoded in DA neurons remains unknown. Whether DA neurons, or other types of neurons, predict future novelty remains unclear because previous work studied neural response to the presentation of novel or familiar objects (24-26) but has not assessed whether and how novelty is predicted.

Theories of novelty-seeking have also arisen from the efforts of artificial-learning researchers (27), for example to construct “self-evolving” agents (2, 28-30). They propose that novelty seeking could be controlled relatively independently from reward-seeking (1, 2, 28, 29). This serves to solve the famous “sparse-reward problem” by encouraging agents to seek novelty and explore it even when there are no immediate rewards to be obtained (2, 31). Consistent with this idea, a number of behavioral studies suggest that novelty-seeking and reward-seeking may be behaviorally dissociable. For example, human infants and adults and many animals exhibit novelty-seeking actions that are not related to reward expectancy (for review see (2)). To date, the question has remained whether reward-seeking and novelty-seeking are dissociable at the level of neural circuits.

Using electrophysiology, causal manipulations of neuronal activity, and detailed analyses of primate behavior, we show that the zona incerta (ZI) controls novelty-seeking of never-before-seen objects. Additional experiments showed that novelty-seeking was behaviorally and neurally dissociable from reward-seeking. The habenula-dopamine pathway, known to reflect reward predictions and control reward-seeking, was relatively inactive during novelty-seeking, when novel objects did not predict future rewards or reward learning. This indicated that the ZI receives novelty predictions from other sources outside of the canonical circuits of motivation. High channel-count electrophysiological experiments and anatomical tracing identified the anterior ventral medial temporal cortex (AVMTC) – a brain region known to be crucially involved in visual processing and object memory (32-35) – to be a prominent source of previously unidentified novelty-seeking signals. Particularly, in addition to their well-known function in processing novelty or familiarity of objects in the current environment, AVMTC neurons carried information about predictions of future novel objects, akin to the way neurons in reward-circuitry predict future rewards in order to control reward-seeking.

This data uncovers how novelty-seeking is regulated in the primate brain through the ZI and is consistent with models that posit that reward-seeking and novelty-seeking are controlled by multiple motivational systems that are dissociable at the level of neural circuitry.

The ZI has recently gained prominence due to studies in rodents that have illuminated its role in integrating wide-ranging higher order cortical inputs (36, 37) to directly control multiple forms of motivated behavior (38-41) and mediate attentional shifting through its heterogeneous projections to
the brainstem and other brain areas close to the control of action (38). In primates, the ZI has a prominent projection to the superior colliculus (42) – a key controller of gaze and attention (43, 44). However, the functional role of the ZI in primate motivated behavior has been unclear. Our data show that the primate ZI is particularly crucial for novelty-seeking, by helping to transform higher order signals about object novelty to action.

We trained monkeys to perform a novelty seeking/inspecting behavioral task. In novelty-seeking trials, monkeys could choose to shift their gaze to a familiar peripheral fractal object in order to gain the opportunity to view a novel fractal object (Figure 1A-top). To test whether neurons that predict future novel objects also respond to the onset of unpredicted novel objects themselves, the same task also included novelty-inspecting trials (Figure 1A-bottom). In this condition, a novel object appeared immediately at the time of fractal onset. In all trials, the amount, size, and rate of reward was not affected by the monkeys’ actions during object presentation, and the novel objects could not be used to maximize reward on subsequent trials.

In novelty-seeking trials, one of two novelty-predicting (NP) visual fractal objects was presented on either the left or right side of the screen. After the fixation point disappeared (‘go’ signal) the monkey was free to gaze in any manner it chose (‘free viewing’). Gazing at a NP object during free viewing caused it to be replaced by a novel object (Figure 1A-top, NP trials). Thus, the earlier the monkeys shifted their gaze to the NP object, the earlier they could gaze at the novel object. On other control trials, one of two familiarity-predicting (FP) objects were presented. Gazing at a FP object during free viewing caused it to be replaced by a familiar object (Figure 1A-top, FP trials). Importantly, monkeys were extensively familiarized with the NP and FP objects during training, and thus they were able to learn that NP objects were consistently associated with access to novel objects while FP objects were associated with access to familiar objects. This design allowed us to study the monkeys’ motivation to obtain novel objects by comparing how rapidly they shifted their gaze at the NP versus FP objects, in a precise analogy to conventional measures of reward seeking motivation which compare how rapidly monkeys shift their gaze to objects that deliver large or small rewards (45, 46).

Our task also included novelty-inspecting trials in which a novel object appeared immediately following fixation and remained on until reward was delivered (Figure 1A-bottom, N trials), and analogous control familiarity-inspecting trials which instead presented a familiar object (Figure 1A-bottom, F trials). All four trial types were interleaved and hence were not fully predictable. Novelty-seeking trials allowed us to study the prediction and seeking of future novel objects while novelty-inspecting trials allowed us to study neural and behavioral responses to the onset of novel objects themselves.

Previous studies showed that monkeys gaze at novel objects more than familiar objects (4, 47, 48). However, it has been mostly unclear whether or not animals are motivated by the promise of novel objects that are not yet available, an important form of novelty-seeking and prediction (49). We found that indeed in NS trials, monkeys displayed stable novelty-seeking behavior. Strikingly, all four monkeys were faster to shift their gaze onto the familiar NP objects (object-acquisition time) that yielded novel objects than onto familiar FP objects that yielded familiar objects (Figure 1B, left). Replicating previous studies, in novelty-inspecting and familiarity-inspecting trials, monkeys acquired the peripheral object faster when it was novel versus when it was familiar (Figure 1B, left) and generally gazed at novel objects more than familiar objects during “free-viewing” (Figure 1B, right; full time course of gaze is shown in Supplemental Figure 1). Hence, thus far, our task allowed us to show that monkeys predicted, and were motivated to actively seek, novel objects (Figure 1B, left). Importantly, this behavioral bias was present even though the monkeys always received the same juice reward regardless of their actions, and hence the behavioral differences across NP and FP trials could not be attributed to differences in reward expectancy. To quantify the strength of novelty-seeking behavior, we computed a novelty-bias index that quantifies the novelty related differences in object-acquisition times
in trials with novel objects versus trials without novel objects. This measure isolated the influence of novelty on motivation (Figure 1C - positive values indicate positive novelty-bias). All monkeys displayed the motivation to seek novel objects (Figure 1C).

To validate that our behavioral procedure was well-suited to study whether and how neural systems signal the preference for novel objects, we verified that the response time biases (Figure 1B-C) known to reflect the level of monkeys’ motivation (45, 50) indeed match the monkeys’ preferences for novelty. To do this, we designed a behavioral procedure that let the monkeys choose between obtaining a novel or familiar object on each trial (Supplemental Figure 2). Consistent with their response time biases in NS trials, the monkeys preferred to receive novel objects (Figure 1D).

Next, using our behavioral procedure, we sought to uncover the neural mechanisms that underlie novelty seeking. To target the ZI and other brain regions, we used a combination of previously outlined electrophysiological and imaging methods (Methods, Supplemental Figure 3).

We discovered that many neurons in the zona incerta (ZI) encoded the opportunity to experience novel objects. One example ZI neuron is shown in Figure 1E. The neuron preferentially increased its activity in anticipation of gaze shifts to obtain novel objects in NP trials, and in response to novel objects themselves (Figure 1E, red trace). Also, this neuron encoded key information about the monkey’s upcoming novelty-seeking actions: (i) it was spatial, responding more during trials in which the peripheral object was presented on the contralateral versus ipsilateral hemi field (relative to the recording site), (ii) its responses were higher when its activity was aligned to the time of the fractal acquisition versus object onset, and (iii) it ramped up its activity in anticipation of the monkey obtaining the opportunity to gaze at the novel object. This neuron encoded spatial- and motor- information that is ideally suited to regulate novelty-seeking gaze shifts at visual objects.

This integration of novelty-predictions and action-control variables was strikingly similar to how basal ganglia striatal neurons integrate action signals and reward predictions to control reward seeking (51-53). This therefore begged the question. Could DA neurons send novelty predictions to the ZI?

To assess whether reward prediction error coding DA neurons signaled object novelty to the ZI, we recorded the discharge activity of putative DA neurons from substantia nigra pars compacta (SN). Neuronal identification of dopamine neurons in non-human primates followed previous studies that have been replicated in rodent SN (9, 10, 54, 55). To identify DA neurons with reward value-related activity, we augmented a small fraction of inter-trial intervals (ITIs) to include two types of stimuli that have been extensively used for this purpose in previous studies (9, 10, 54, 56-58): unpredicted rewards, and no-reward cues indicating reward omission (a brief change in screen color coupled with a sound) (Figure 1E, right). These randomly occurred during approximately 1/6 of ITIs, and never occurred within the same ITI. As in previous studies (10, 54), we expect a canonical value coding dopamine neuron to signal positive reward prediction errors following unpredicted rewards. The pattern of activity we expect is (i) excitation to unexpected rewards, (ii) relative insensitivity to predicted rewards, and (iii) inhibition to the unexpected no-reward cue.

Crucially, if a neuron that is sensitive to reward prediction errors is also sensitive to novelty-related prediction errors, it should respond to unpredicted presentations of novel objects (during NI trials), and to unpredicted presentations of objects that predict the opportunity to gaze at novel objects (during NS trials; NP). This is analogous to the precise pattern value coding DA neurons exhibit when rewards are unexpectedly delivered or omitted: responding with phasic excitation to unpredicted rewards themselves, as well as to unpredicted sensory cues that indicate reward will soon be delivered (9, 10).

An example of a putative dopamine neuron is shown in Figure 1F. This neuron showed exactly the expected, canonical response pattern to reward-related stimuli: excitation by unpredicted rewards during the ITI, no response to fully predicted rewards during the task, and inhibition by unpredicted no reward cues during the ITI. However, this neuron did not display differential activation in response to...
NP versus FP objects. Similarly, it was not modulated by the relatively unexpected presentation of novel objects in NI trials. Thus, remarkably, this neuron was relatively insensitive to object novelty or novelty prediction errors, despite the fact that the same neuron lawfully encoded signed reward prediction errors and it was recorded in a monkey that was motivated to seek novel objects.

We found that population level responses closely mirrored these single neurons’ results. There was prominent population of ZI neurons that was preferentially excited in contralateral NS and NI trials during the initial object presentation (Figure 2A-B; Supplemental Figures 4C). Like the example ZI neuron in Figure 1E, average activity of task sensitive ZI neurons predicted contralateral gaze shifts to NP objects and responded to the novel objects themselves in NI trials (Figure 2A; Supplemental Figure 4). The magnitude of these novelty anticipation signals in NS trials and novelty presentation related signals in NI trials were correlated across ZI neurons (Supplemental Figure 4C) suggesting that these signals are part of coherent novelty-seeking processes.

Compared to the ZI, most DA neurons displayed relatively stronger responses to unexpected reward versus no-reward cues (Figure 2C-D, Supplemental Figures 5-6), but the same neurons did not show differential activity related to novelty prediction or inspection (Figure 2A-B). DA neurons showed no evidence for preferential responses to novelty-predicting stimuli or novel stimuli themselves during the initial peripheral presentation, or during free-viewing (Figure 2A; Supplemental Figures 5-6).

We further validated these results by recording in the lateral habenula (LHb) – an area exerting strong inhibitory control over numerous neuromodulators, particularly over DA value-coding neurons (59, 60). The LHb is known to respond to reward value in a mirror image to value-coding DA neurons because LHb neurons signal negative reward prediction errors (60-66) and LHb stimulation preferentially inhibits dopamine neurons that have signatures of value coding (60, 62, 67). LHb is also conclusively identifiable in monkeys based on electrophysiology (60, 62). Hence, recording in the LHb allowed us to test whether our results generalize across the dopaminergic value coding pathway. As expected, mirroring DA neurons, the majority of LHb neurons were significantly more activated by unexpected no reward cues than by unexpected reward delivery, with their average activity strongly excited by the former and inhibited by the latter (Figure 2C-D; Supplemental Figure 7). And mirroring DA neurons, the same LHb neurons were on average not significantly modulated by novelty (Figures 2A-B). Importantly, detailed neuron-by-neuron analyses revealed no relationship between novelty-related and reward-related signals in the ZI, DA, or LHb populations (Supplemental Figures 4-5 and 7). Thus, the dissociation between reward-related and novelty-related processing extended beyond DA neurons to an upstream area which plays a central role in motivational circuitry.

The locations of all neurons analyzed in Figure 2 are shown in Figure 2E. Novelty-related signals were prominently clustered in the ZI, while reward value-prediction error signals were prominently clustered in the SN and LHb.

Our results thus far show that reward-value coding dopamine neurons largely do not process object novelty in a task where it does not predict opportunities to increase reward. In contrast ZI activity strongly reflected predictions about novel objects and the actions needed to obtain them. Furthermore, these results could not simply be explained by behavioral differences across NP and FP trials such as differences in response times. To test this, we used a previously developed task in which animals are motivated to seek advance information to resolve their reward uncertainty (20, 68). This task is known to activate dopamine and habenula neurons and evokes strong behavioral preferences reflected in both choices and response times (20, 66, 68) but this task did not produce a pattern of ZI activity comparable to what we observed in the novelty seeking/inspecting task (Supplemental Figure 8). We also tested whether the bulk of our observations held true as novel objects gradually became familiar over the course of repeated exposures during a novel-familiar learning procedure. Indeed, in this procedure again the dopaminergic pathway was relatively insensitive to novelty, while ZI reflected the time course of novelty-to-familiarity transformations (Supplemental Figure 9).
The lack of novelty sensitivity in the LHb-DA pathway raises the question: does our task elicit novelty signals in other neuromodulator systems known to respond to novelty? Could these systems mediate novelty-seeking? We recently found that a functional class of phasically active basal forebrain (BF) neurons that is sensitive to unexpected deliveries of reward is also sensitive to the presentation of novel objects (49). We therefore tested whether these BF neurons responded to novelty in our task and carried the crucial signal for motivating novelty-seeking — a prediction of novelty in NP trials. We found that following the presentation of novel objects, BF phasic-type neurons displayed a rapid phasic activation replicating our previous work (Supplemental Figure 10A-B). But, crucially, unlike ZI, these neurons did not carry novelty predictions: it did not discriminate between novelty- and familiarity-predictive objects on novelty seeking trials. BF phasic-type neurons only displayed novelty sensitivity during NP trials well after the gaze shift and after the novel object was presented (Supplemental Figure 10C).

In sum, the neural results thus far provide evidence that the ZI uniquely encodes novelty in a manner that could mediate actions to seek future novel objects, and show that reward-seeking and novelty-seeking are dissociable at the level of neuronal circuits.

It is important to point out that our results do not indicate that the LHb->DA pathway is insensitive to novel objects when their novelty is a cue indicating a change in reward, or in cases in which novelty provides an opportunity for new reward-associative learning. In fact, when new objects have reward values that monkeys have not yet learned, dopamine neurons do respond to novel objects and rapidly update their value-representations as animals learn object-reward associations (18, 56, 69). In mice, unexpected novel objects that are firstly perceived as threatening rapidly activate a specific DA population in the caudal-lateral substantia nigra that are involved in processing threatening and aversive events (25). In another study, when mice were presented with neutral novel odors, responses of DA neurons were highly variable across odors and animals, in a manner that was correlated with preferences for the odors (70). And, consistent with our results, another study found no novelty-related selectivity in medial DA neurons, but did observe signals related to the subjective value of social behavior (23). These studies show that DA neurons are activated by novel stimuli in large part due to the subjects perceiving them as valuable or important (18, 25, 69, 71, 72) for guiding reward- or punishment-related behaviors. Our data indicates that that LHb->DA pathway is relatively insensitive to novelty when animals are strongly motivated to seek novelty for its own sake rather than as a tool to obtain extrinsic rewards.

ZI neurons encode information that is theoretically necessary and sufficient to mediate novelty seeking gaze shifts. However, how this signal is utilized by the brain was unclear. We hypothesized that temporary disruptions of ZI circuitry would impair novelty-seeking. To test this, we injected GABAa agonist muscimol (68, 73) into the regions of ZI enriched with novelty-seeking related neurons. Based on the neuronal activity we observed in ZI (Figure 1E), we hypothesized that inactivation of this region would reduce novelty-seeking.

We compared novelty bias (Figure 1C) before and during ZI inactivations (Monkeys S and R) and found that it was indeed clearly and consistently reduced after inactivation. Importantly, the effects were highly specific and selective (Figure 3A-B) in both monkeys (Supplemental Figures 11). That is, novelty bias was quenched by the inactivation only during trials in which gaze shifts were made to the contralateral visual hemifield (relative to the injection site), but not during inter-mixed ipsilateral trials. This is important for two reasons. First, this result provides a well-established internal control (43, 68, 73) indicating that the inactivation-induced effects were spatially specific, and not due to general changes in motivation or engagement. Second, this result mirrored the strong spatial contralateral preference observed in the ZI neural activity (Figure 1E, Supplemental Figure 4B). The inactivation experiments showed that the ZI neurons that we temporarily inactivated causally impact novelty-seeking behavior.
How does the ZI implement its influence on novelty seeking actions? The ZI has a powerful reciprocal relationship with the superior colliculus (42) – a key regulator of saccadic eye movements and spatial attention (44). We therefore hypothesized that the ZI regions that contain mechanisms for the regulation of novelty-seeking also have strong access to saccadic eye movements. To answer this question, we performed low intensity electrical stimulation within ZI regions that are enriched with novelty-excited neurons. Stimulation was initiated at object onset while the monkeys continued to fixate the central spot (Figure 1A) and ended 50 milliseconds before the go-cue (Figure 3C). On average, ZI stimulation facilitated upcoming contralateral object-acquisition gaze shifts (Figure 3C, right-middle), but not ipsilateral ones (Wilcoxon sign rank test; p>0.05). This was again consistent with the contralateral spatial preference in ZI neural activity and with the spatially specific effects of inactivation experiments. In contrast, stimulation of nearby regions did not facilitate saccades (Figure 3C). Off-target stimulation experiments suggested that previously developed stimulation parameters (74-78) successfully minimized current spread and off-target activation of fibers of passage (74, 78).

In sum, our pharmacological and electrical stimulation experiments indicate that novelty-excited neurons are located in regions of the ZI that regulate novelty-seeking gaze shifts and have relatively direct access to oculomotor circuitry.

We sought to identify the neural sources of the novelty predictions that the ZI uses to anticipate and promote novelty seeking behavior. A prominent theory of ZI function is that it integrates cortical computations to directly coordinate motivation and action (38, 39, 79-82). And, our data thus far indicate that the habenula-dopamine pathway is not the source of novelty predictions in the ZI.

We therefore hypothesized that frontal and temporal cortical regions that prominently project to the ZI (37) may be the source of its novelty-predictions. Previous work in these areas has studied the responses of single neurons to the presentation of novel or familiar objects (24) but has not assessed whether and how single neurons there predict and anticipate novelty.

To identify cortical sources of novelty predictions in temporal cortex, amygdala, hippocampus, and the prefrontal cortices, we recorded thousands of neurons in 17 different brain regions (Figure 4A). This work was performed over a course of approximately four years using chronically implanted high channel count arrays with independently movable electrodes. During these neural recordings, Monkeys S and L participated in the novelty seeking/inspecting task (Figure 1A).

Across the recorded neural populations, we looked for brain regions that preferentially contained neurons that displayed the crucial pattern of activity that we observed in the ZI that is ideal to control novelty-seeking: selective prediction of the opportunity to gaze at novel objects (i.e., novelty prediction) and selective response to the initial presentation of novel objects themselves (Figures 1E and 2A). This screening procedure revealed that the anterior ventral medial temporal cortex (AVMTC) was preferentially enriched with novelty-seeking related neurons (Figure 4A). Similar results were also obtained from analyses of multi-unit signals (Supplemental Figure 12), and within each animal (Supplemental Figure 13).

AVMTC includes the anterior medial inferotemporal cortex and the perirhinal cortex, spanning from roughly 3mm posterior to the anterior commissure to the temporal pole (83). This region of the primate brain is known to detect novel objects when they are presented and to directly participate in object memory (32, 34, 35, 83-85). We replicated previous observations that AVMTC and many other brain regions contain single neurons that respond to the presentations of novel objects (Supplemental Figure 14). But, crucially, our data show that among the recorded areas the AVMTC in particular has a key novelty-prediction signal (Figure 4A-C; Supplemental Figure 14). As in ZI, AVMTC neurons signal the novelty of incoming sensory information and actively predict the opportunities to gaze at novel objects (Figures 4B-C; Supplemental Figures 15-16). Furthermore, as in ZI, the magnitude of AVMTC neurons’ novelty-prediction responses in NP trials was correlated to the magnitude of the same neurons’ activity
in response to the presentation of novel objects, suggesting that the two neural signals reflect coherent processes (Figure 4B; Supplemental Figure 15).

To test whether AVMTC novelty predictions could be sent to ZI, we first tested for suitable anatomical connections. Indeed, injecting anterograde and retrograde tracers into AVMTC produced clear labeling in the ZI, indicating that the AVMTC and the ZI are monosynaptically interconnected in primates (Figure 4D and Supplemental Figure 17). This finding in primates reflects observations in rodents showing medial temporal cortical regions project to the ZI (86-88). We next tested whether AVMTC novelty-related signals occur early enough to be a source of signals in ZI. To answer this, we analyzed the latency of novelty-related signals in the activity of single neurons, during N vs F trials in which novel objects appeared at fractal onset, and the latency of novelty prediction during NP vs FP trials (Methods). Novelty presentation responses (often termed ‘novelty detection’) were earlier in AVMTC than ZI (Figure 4E-left). Similarly, novelty prediction signals were on average also earlier in AVMTC (Figure 4E-right; Supplemental Figure 16B).

This raised a key question: did AVMTC novelty predictions already contain the necessary information to guide novelty seeking actions? Or did they have to undergo sensorimotor transformations to acquire the key action-related variables present in ZI activity (such as the locations of objects and the timing of upcoming novelty-seeking gaze shifts; Figure 2 and Supplemental Figure 4)? Indeed, our analyses support this possibility. First, qualitatively, while AVMTC neurons had strong activity driven by object-presentation, ZI neurons increased their activity in anticipation of novelty seeking gaze shifts (compare Figure 4C with Figure 2A). To quantitively assess this, we calculated an index of whether activity was more strongly driven by object presentation or by the later object acquisition timing (Figure 4F-right). This approach is commonly used to assess a neuron’s or a brain region’s relative position along the sensorimotor continuum (89-91). We found that AVMTC was more visual than the ZI, displaying relatively stronger activations during object presentation than object acquisition. In contrast, the ZI was more driven by the object acquisition gaze shifts than the AVMTC (Figure 4F-right). Second, to further quantitatively assess which of the two brain areas contained more information about novelty-seeking gaze behavior, we measured single neurons’ coding of target objects’ spatial locations (Figure 4F-left). This revealed that AVMTC neurons were spatially selective, but much less so than ZI (Figure 4F-left), meaning that the directions of upcoming gaze shifts were more strongly encoded in ZI activity. Third, consistent with Figure 4F, correlations between the magnitude of neurons’ novelty-prediction responses in NP trials and the magnitude of the same neurons’ activity in response to the presentation of novel objects was present in AVMTC during both contralateral and ipsilateral trials, but only during contralateral trials in the ZI (Supplemental Figure 15).

In summary, these results show that AVMTC activity reflects predictions of novel objects and that this signal itself is relatively not action related (e.g., it contains less spatial and motor-initiation related information than the ZI). The ZI transforms novelty and novelty-prediction signals into an action control signal that contains motor parameters to seek novelty. In other words, among the AVMTC-ZI network, AVMTC identifies objects associated with novelty, and ZI transforms this signal to control behavior, likely through interactions with the AVMTC and through its strong reciprocal connections with the SC (42).

**Concluding remarks.** We found that an understudied region of the primate brain, the ZI, participates in transforming novelty prediction signals into motor signals to seek novel objects. This function could be dissociated from the habenula-dopaminergic system’s role in reward processing. Particularly, LHb and DA neurons had little response to novelty in our task in which novel objects had no extrinsic value. This lack of novelty-sensitivity was observed despite the fact that animals preferred novelty, reflected in their behavioral seeking of the novelty ‘for its own sake’ (Figures 1C-D). These results show that novelty-seeking can be regulated relatively independently from reward-seeking to facilitate flexible behavioral control.
AVMTC-ZI can influence novelty seeking directly through ZI’s reciprocal connections with the superior colliculus or through its projections to the basal ganglia and prefrontal cortex (37-39, 42, 92, 93). Consistent with this idea, our data show that at the time of novelty seeking actions, neurons in motor- and sensorimotor brain areas are recruited, as would be needed to support object acquisition gaze differences across novel and familiar trial types (Figure 1 and Supplemental Figure 18).

Extrinsic value of novelty can change, from neutral to positive to negative, depending on context. And, when novelty is a tool to obtain reward, novelty signals may be reflected in the activity of medial SN and VTA value coding dopamine neurons (2, 11, 18, 25, 27, 71, 94). Differentially, when novelty is a threat, it is reflected in the activity of a different group of caudal lateral SN dopamine neurons (25) that also strongly respond to other forms of external threats (25, 54). This flexible control likely relies on the fact that the brain contains distinct circuits that distinctly mediate novelty related behaviors, such as the AVMTC-ZI. Also, the interactions between novelty- and reward- seeking could take place through a cortical route, for example via prominent projections from AVMTC to the OFC (35, 95).

Our results place ZI in a unique position in the circuitry of motivated behavior in primates, and pave the way for future investigations of its other cognitive and motivational functions. The ZI receives wide input from higher-order cortical brain areas (37) and is ideally positioned to monitor and transform sensory and cognitive signals (38, 81, 82) and transmit them to subcortical regions that exert powerful control over motivation (37, 92), action (37, 39, 42), and attention (38, 39). And, ZI stimulation in humans impacts motivational and cognitive states in heterogenous and complex manners (93). An important future step will be to obtain more granular information about how the distinct neuronal types (36, 37, 39) and subregions (42, 96) of the ZI cooperate to enable its functions in novelty seeking and other motivated behaviors.

Our findings expanded the role of AVMTC beyond its classical roles in processing of incoming novel objects and memory formation, and are consistent with the ideas that regions within AVMTC, process higher order object information to control subsequent processes such as association and learning (85, 97). Notably, our results show that AVMTC not only associates objects with other “known” objects, but also associates them with abstract information, such as the novelty or familiarity of future events. Thus, akin to how the reward system associates objects and actions with future rewards to control a host of reward-seeking behaviors, our data indicates that the AVMTC associates objects with future novelty to control novelty-seeking behavior, through the ZI and possibly other circuits.

MAIN FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Behavior and single neurons’ activities dissociate novelty-seeking and reward-seeking. (A) Behavioral task diagram. (B) Fractal object acquisition time (left). Every monkey was faster to saccade to familiar objects that yielded novel objects as compared to those that yielded familiar objects (novelty-predicting objects, NP, vs familiarity-predicting objects, FP). Also, during the “free viewing” period monkeys gazed at novel objects more than familiar objects (right). Bars indicate mean fractal object acquisition time (left) and mean proportion of free viewing spent gazing at object (right) across all recording sessions. Symbols indicate data for each monkey separately. Error bars indicate SEM. Asterisks indicate significant differences (**P < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Solid lines indicate significant differences for data within each monkey (P < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). (C) Average of novelty bias index across all sessions. Each symbol indicates mean bias for each monkey. Error bar - SEM. (D) Monkeys’ novelty preference was assessed in novelty-choice task in which they chose among NP and FP objects. Each bar indicates each monkey’s choice rate of NP objects over FP objects. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval. Asterisks indicate a significant deviation from chance rate (**P < 0.001, Binomial hypothesis test). (E-F) Task dynamics of an
example ZI neuron (E) and dopamine neuron (F). Action potentials in single trials are shown by rasters, and average activity is shown by spike density functions aligned at each key trial event (left) and at unpredicted inter-trial events (right). **Left:** Activity in NP (upper, red) vs. FP trials (upper, blue) and Novel trials (bottom, red) vs. Familiar trials (bottom, blue). Trials are shown separately for contralateral and ipsilateral target presentations (relative to the recording hemisphere). Trial outcome (reward) related activity is shown combined for contralateral and ipsilateral trials. The ZI neuron (E-left) displayed novelty-presentation and novelty-prediction signals (in NP trials). Putative dopamine (DA) neuron (F-left) did not selectively respond to novelty-related events. **E-F Right:** In 1/6 of trials, unpredicted reward or no-reward cues occurred during inter-trial-intervals. In contrast with the ZI neuron (E-right), the DA neuron (F-right) responded with phasic activation to unpredicted reward (but not to predicted reward following task-trials; F-left), and it was suppressed by unpredicted no-reward cues (F-right). This combined pattern indicated that it signaled reward value prediction errors, but not novelty prediction errors.

**Figure 2. Novelty seeking is reflected by neurons in the Zona incerta (ZI).** (A) Average activity of all recorded neurons that displayed event related variance without any further pre-selection in the ZI, habenula, and dopamine populations. Because ZI activity was spatially selective, contralateral trials are shown (spatially selectivity measures are in Supplemental Figures 4,5,7; and ipsilateral trial's activity for ZI are shown in Supplemental Figure 4). NP (upper, red) vs. FP trials (upper, blue) and Novel (bottom, red) vs. Familiar trials (bottom, blue). Error bars denote SEM. Gray lines in each activity plot indicate window in which statistical tests were performed across average activity, and P-values of this analysis are indicated. Asterisks indicate a significant difference between responses in NP and FP trials, or Novel and Familiar trials (**P < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). N.S. – p>0.05. (B) Histograms of single neurons’ novelty coding indices are shown for each area. To summarize novelty sensitivity, and increase the probability of finding significant differences in the habenula-dopamine pathway, discrimination indices (area under ROC curve; AUC) compared all novelty-related trials (NP and Novel) vs. all familiar-related trials (FP and Familiar) during the window in which habenula-dopamine neurons are known to respond to predictions and outcomes (50 milliseconds from object onset to the “go-cue”). Red and blue bars indicate neurons with a significantly larger (red) and smaller (blue) activations during novel versus familiar trials (P < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Arrowheads indicate mean of the distributions. Asterisks indicate significant difference from (0.5) chance (**P < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). N.S. – p>0.05. Only the ZI (left) displayed a significant average novelty sensitivity (p<0.001). Also, the ZI contained more novelty-enhanced neurons than would be expected by chance (p<0.01), while the habenula (middle) and dopamine (right) did not have more novelty enhanced or suppressed neurons than would be expected by chance (p>0.05; Binomial tests assessed number of novelty enhanced or suppressed neurons among total recorded neurons). (C) Averaged inter-trial-interval unpredicted event activity of all neurons included in (A). P-values comparing activity during inter-trial-interval events are shown (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Thick gray lines below denote analyses windows. (D) The ZI (left) contained relatively small numbers of unpredicted reward enhanced and unpredicted no-reward cue enhanced neurons; in contrast, the habenula (middle) had more neurons that were relatively more suppressed by reward (p<0.01) and DA (right) had more neurons that were relatively more enhanced by reward (p<0.01). Habenula and dopamine average discrimination (arrowhead) of reward versus no-reward events were highly significant (**P < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), albeit in opposite directions. Across all three areas, reward and novelty discrimination indices were uncorrelated (Supplemental Figures 4, 5, 7; Spearman’s rank correlations threshold p<0.05). Indices in (D): discrimination between unpredicted reward versus unpredicted no-reward events (AUCs). Reward enhanced – gray; reward suppressed – black (P < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). (E) Reconstruction of recording sites. Circles indicate recorded neurons. Black filled circles - neurons with significant task-related modulations. Red and blue circles - neurons especially showing significant novelty enhanced and suppressed response, respectively (same neurons from B). White circles - neurons with no significant modulations. LHb neurons (recorded from A6 to A7) are shown in the upper
coronal plane (A7). ZI and dopamine neurons (recorded from A9 to A12) are shown on the bottom coronal plane (A10.5). **Upper inset** indicates the proportion of neurons showing relative excitation (gray), inhibition (black), or no modulation (white) in response to unpredicted reward versus unpredicted no-reward cues. Cg, cingulate cortex; MDpc, medial dorsal thalamic nucleus, parvocellular division; LHb, lateral habenula; MHB, medial habenula; TRN, thalamic reticular nucleus; VTh, ventral thalamus; ZI, zona incerta; STN, subthalamic nucleus; SN, substantia nigra; cc, corpus callosum; v, ventricle; cp, cerebral peduncle.

**Figure 3. ZI is causally related to novelty seeking.** (A-B) Temporary pharmacological inactivation of ZI regions enriched with novelty related neurons disrupts novelty seeking. (A) We compared novelty seeking bias (Figure 1C) before and during ZI inactivation. We found that ZI inactivation reduces novelty seeking bias only during trials in which gaze shifts were contralateral to the site of the injection (matching the spatial selectivity of ZI). Sham sessions are shown on the right for contralateral and ipsilateral trials. (B) Single sessions data are shown for contralateral (left) and ipsilateral (right) trials. P values comparing before and during inactivation data are indicated. Error bars denote SEM. Inset – cumulative distribution functions denote change in novelty bias for contralateral and ipsilateral trials. (C) Low intensity electrical stimulation of ZI regions enriched with novelty related neurons but not stimulation of neighboring brain areas facilitates contralateral target object acquisition gaze behavior. Left – example recording and electrical stimulation path shown on a Nissl stain. Middle – classical electrophysiological markers of each brain region. Average firing rates, action potential wave form shapes (+/- SEM; entire length corresponds to 0.7 milliseconds) and action potential wave form durations (dotted lines) are shown. Right – electrical stimulation of ZI (middle), but not of ventral thalamus (vTH) anatomically above the ZI or of STN anatomically below the ZI, facilitates saccadic target acquisition time (**P < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test; STN and vTH – P>0.05). Single sessions are shown as dots around the mean (bar).

**Figure 4. Anterior ventral medial temporal cortex (AVMTC) is a prominent cortical source of novelty prediction signals.** (A) High channel count semi chronic array recordings revealed that AVMTC is preferentially enriched in neurons that displayed novelty-seeking control signals observed in ZI (Figure 2). Neurons that displayed task event sensitivity and discriminated novelty-predictions (NP vs FP) as well as discriminated novelty presentations (N vs F) with the same sign are defined as novelty-seeking neurons because they display the key signals theoretically required to drive novelty seeking (Supplemental Figure 14 shows N vs F and NP vs FP analyses separately). A neuron was defined as novelty-seeking if it passed this criterion during either contralateral or ipsilateral trials, so the results were not biased to find spatially selective (or unselective) regions. % of novelty seeking neurons is shown for 17 brain areas. The two numbers by each bar indicate the total number of neurons and the number of novelty-seeking neurons. AVMTC had higher ratio of novelty seeking neurons than each of the other areas (indicated by red bar; p<0.05; tested by 1000 permutations, Bonferroni corrected). **A - small inset on left bottom**: model of semi chronic high channel count array with 124 independently movable electrodes on monkey’s skull. **A - small inset on right bottom**: Electrolytic marking lesion in AVMTC of Monkey L at a location of a novelty-predicting related neuron. **A - large inset on right bottom**: Model of recording array is superimposed on a sagittal MRI slice of the brain. Electrodes (from a CT scan) are also shown after a single example recording session (Monkey S). Locations of AVMTC novelty-seeking related neurons across all recordings are represented by red dots. (B) In both AVMTC and ZI, the magnitude of novelty prediction during the NS trials was correlated with the magnitude of novelty responses in NI trials. Hence, novelty “detection” responses (in NI trials) and novelty prediction responses (in NS trials) are linked. AUC values from ROC analyses are setup such that values greater than 0.5 indicate higher discharge rates on trials with novelty predictions (y-axis) or novel object presentations (x-axis). Each dot is a neuron. Red and magenta dots indicate neurons showing significant novelty-prediction responses and novelty-presentation responses, respectively (Wilcoxon rank sum test; p<0.05). Cyan dots indicate neurons showing significance in both. Black dots indicate
other neurons with significant task-related modulation (Kruskal-Wallis test; p<0.05) but no novelty related modulation. White dots indicate neurons with no task event modulation. Gray lines indicate least square fits. Spearman’s correlation results are reported by each scatter plot. (C) Average activity of AVMTC neurons pre-selected for novelty selectivity on contralateral trials during fractal acquisition epoch shown here for ipsilateral trials. Conventions are the same as Figure 2. Here, all neurons that displayed task event variance and discriminated NP vs FP trials and Novel vs Familiar trials with the same sign (either with novelty-related excitation or inhibition). (D) Anterograde tracer injections into AVMTC produce labeling in ZI. (E) left - latency of novelty signals in NI trials, right - latency of novelty predictions in NP trials. Cumulative distribution functions of neural latencies were computed from neural signals aligned on fractal object onset. Mean latencies are reported as text. ***P < 0.001, *P < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum test. Supplemental Figure 16B shows same analyses aligned on acquisition. The results were the same. (F) AVMTC detects novel and novelty-predicting objects, and ZI mediates novelty seeking actions. F-left – ZI neurons have relatively more spatial information than AVMTC to control action. F-right – consistent with latency differences, AVMTC neurons are relatively more related to the onset of visual stimuli, while ZI neurons are relatively more related to gaze motor behavior.

SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure S1. Time courses of gaze behavior in free-viewing. Time course of proportion of free viewing spent gazing at fractal. Lines indicate averaged proportion across all sessions at each millisecond. Thickness indicates ± 1 SEM. Colors are same as in Figure 1.

Figure S2. Novelty-choice task. Schematic diagram of novelty-choice task.

Figure S3. Electrode in ZI. Coronal MRI confirming the recording location of a novelty enhanced neuron within the region of Zona incerta of monkey R. The image was acquired with a tungsten electrode (FHC) at the recording location. The electrode’s shadow is the black line (yellow arrow). CD – caudate nucleus; CG – cingulate; vTH – ventral thalamus; ZI – Zona incerta.

Figure S4. Supplemental analyses on ZI neurons. (A) Average ZI activity in response to trial events. All conventions are as in Figure 2. Time windows for analyses of average activity across neurons are denoted by gray bars. (B) Histogram of spatial selectivity of individual ZI neurons. The selectivity was quantified as the AUC comparing fractal acquisition related activity during contralateral vs. ipsilateral trials. Light gray bars indicate neurons with a significant difference across the two conditions (P < 0.05 Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Arrowhead indicates mean of the distribution. Asterisks indicate the distribution was significantly different from chance (***P < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Numbers of cells preferring contralateral fractal trials (>0.5) and preferring ipsilateral fractal trials (<0.5) are indicated. (C) Scatter plots show the relationship between the magnitude of neural novelty predictions (NP vs FP; y-axis) and neural novel object presentation related responses ‘novelty detection’ (Novel vs Familiar; x-axis). Data are shown for contralateral and ipsilateral trials separately. AUC values from ROC analyses are setup such that values greater than 0.5 indicate higher discharge rates on trials with novelty predictions (y-axis) or novel object presentations (x-axis). Similarly, values less than 0.5 indicate higher discharge rates for trials with familiar objects. All conventions are the same as in Figure 4B. As would be expected from strong spatial tuning (A-B), ZI neurons display a clear relationship between novelty prediction and novelty detection related responses on the contralateral side. These indicate that in ZI, novelty selectivity and novelty prediction are linked during contralateral trials. To obtain accurate fractal onset related novelty selectivity for each neuron before the monkeys made saccades, we narrowed the window for calculating these indices, restricting the comparisons to the time window before the go cue. (D) Magnitude of novelty-related responses (NP+Novel vs FP+Familiar; x-axis) were not related to the magnitude of neural discrimination of unpredicted ITI events.
Figure S5. Supplemental analyses of dopamine neurons. (A) – Average lacks spatial selectivity. (B) – Novelty task related activity lacks coherent structure. (C-left) – excitatory DA responses are driven by events with a positive reward value. And, the magnitude of positive value coding across distinct trial events is correlated (C-right). Particularly, because a trial start cue indicates the timing and opportunity to gain reward, dopamine activity displays trial start cue excitation (x-axis) (67, 98). The magnitude of this excitation is correlated to ITI event positive value coding (y-axis) on a neuron-by-neuron basis indicating that on average value coding in the dopamine population reflects coherent positive value coding process across many diverse task events (67, 99). (D) Consistent with a lack of coherent novelty selectivity (Figure 2), magnitude of novelty signals was not correlated to value related events. Like in other monkey studies (72, 100, 101), dopamine neurons in our task were not spatially selective (A). So, throughout this figure contralateral and ipsilateral trials are analyzed together. Conventions are as in Figure S4.

Figure S6. Additional data analyses on dopamine neurons, related to Figure S5. (A) Task event dynamics of no-reward “sensory-cue” suppressed (A) and no-reward “sensory-cue” enhanced dopamine neurons (B). The two averages were of neurons with ROC values in right-bottom and right-upper quadrants, respectively, of Figure SSC, left. (C) Comparison of mean waveforms (left) and cumulative distributions of discharge rates (right) between both types. Gray areas in waveform indicate ± 1 SEM. N.S. - indicates no significant differences between the two groups (P>0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). (D) Reconstruction of recording sites. Circles indicate locations of recorded putative DA neurons. Gray and black indicate no-reward sensory cue suppressed DA neurons and no-reward sensory-cue enhanced types, respectively. White – DA neurons with task event related activity.

Figure S7. Supplemental analyses of lateral habenula neurons. (A) – average lacks spatial selectivity. (B) – Novelty task related activity lacks coherent structure. (C-left) – LHb excitatory responses are strongly driven by the unpredicted no-reward cue, an event with negative reward value. And, the magnitude of negative value coding across distinct trial events is correlated (C-right). Particularly, because a trial start cue indicates the timing and opportunity to gain reward, habenula activity displays trial start cue suppression (67, 98). The magnitude of this suppression is correlated to ITI event negative value coding on a neuron-by-neuron basis indicating that negative value coding in the habenula reflects coherent negative value coding across many diverse task events (67, 99). (D) Consistent with a lack of coherent novelty selectivity (A), magnitude of novelty signals was not correlated to negative value related events. Like in other monkey studies (60, 63), habenula neurons in our task were not spatially selective (A). So, throughout this figure contralateral and ipsilateral trials are analyzed together. Conventions are as in Figure S4.

Figure S8. ZI activity in reward uncertainty motivated-behavior. ZI activity in a task that measures the motivation to reduce reward uncertainty (“info seeking task” (20, 66, 68, 102)). (A) Task closely resembles previous work and has the same time course as novelty-seeking task (Figure 1A). Here, there are three trial types, info uncertain trials (red), no info uncertain trials (blue), and safe trials (black). In info trials (1/3 of trials), an info predictive fractal, which predicted the future appearance of one of two informative fractals, appeared at fractal onset. As soon as the monkeys gazed at this peripheral fractal, it was immediately replaced by one of two other informative fractals. One informative fractal predicted a big amount of juice reward whereas another informative fractal predicted a small amount of juice reward. Hence, these secondary fractals fully informed the animals about the value of the future outcome. On contrary, in no-info trials (1/3 of trials), another fractal predicted the presentation of one of two non-informative fractals. If the animals gazed at it, the fractal was immediately replaced by one of two non-informative fractals. Irrespective of which non-informative fractals appeared, big or small juice rewards were delivered at the time of the outcome with 50% chance. So, these non-informative fractals never informed the monkeys about the future. Finally, the remaining 1/3 of trials
were safe trials in which the same amount of reward was delivered. The two secondary fractals did not predict different reward amounts. Importantly, the expected values (EV) of all the trial types were fixed. The outcomes were delivered at the same time, irrespective of monkeys’ gaze behavior. We previously found that monkeys were highly motivated to resolve their reward uncertainty, displaying shortest fractal acquisition time during Info trials (68). We replicate this here (B). Data is shown combined across Monkey S and R, but both monkeys displayed the shortest Info fractal acquisition times (p<0.05). Asterisks indicate significant differences (P*** < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Monkeys response times indicated a strong subjective preference to receive uncertainty-reducing information during Info trials. (C). Averaged contralateral trials’ activities of ZI neurons (left, info-seeking task; right, novelty-seeking task; Figure 1). Activities are aligned on fractal acquisition. In info seeking, red, blue and black lines indicate info, no-info and safe trials, respectively. Right - red and blue lines indicate combined novel (NP + novel) and combined familiar (FP + familiar) trials, respectively. Error bars represent SEM. To study the precise differences in the time course and ZI dynamics we used a 5 millisecond Gaussian kernel to convolve the spiking activity. There are several key takeaways from the results. First, the pre-fractal acquisition activity during info-seeking trials did not reflect response time biases of the monkeys. Particularly, there was no significant difference between info and no-info trials, which showed the greatest relative differences in response time biases (B). This result indicated that the ZI neurons we recorded do not drive the info-seeking response-time bias in this task, and more importantly, do not simply reflect any difference in response time distributions. Instead the information seeking bias in this task was previously found to be causally related to a cingulate-basal ganglia circuit (68) and to the phasic activations of the dopaminergic system that signals behavioral preferences for the opportunity to resolve uncertainty (20, 66, 102). In novelty seeking trials, we see clear differentiation in ZI before the action that reflects the monkeys’ behavioral biases (Figure 1). Following fractal acquisition, as the monkeys awaited to receive information, ZI activity showed differential activation for Info and No info trials which we previously identified as a signature of information anticipation (31, 68, 102). In summary, ZI activity differences in novelty-seeking task are not simply a reflection of response time differences.

**Figure S9. Behavioral and neural modulations across novelty-familiarity transformations.** (A) task diagram. (B) Monkeys expressed classical behavioral effects reflecting the novelty-familiarity transformations of objects. Duration spent gazing at the objects during free viewing decreased as a function of object presentation number. Trials are shown in bins of object presentation number (x-axis). (C) Same convention as B. Neural activity is shown for distinct neural groups. Dopamine and habenula did not differentiate novel and familiar objects across novelty-familiarity transformations. On average, however, the ZI reflected changes in the animals’ behavioral familiarity in B. In B-C, bins without an asterisk were not significantly different across novel and familiar trials (p>0.05).

**Figure S10. Basal forebrain activity does not predict novel objects.** (A) Same conventions as in Figure S4. Consistent with our previous report, basal forebrain phasic activated neurons (BF) (49) responded to the presentation of novel objects in novelty-inspecting trials (bottom) and following NP fractal acquisition in novelty seeking trials (top). However, unlike ZI, these BF neurons did not show any anticipatory activity in NP and FP trials before the novel object was presented. These data are consistent with our previous proposal that BF signals external motivationally salient events (49). (B) Neuron-by-neuron histogram indicates that most phasically active BF neurons were excited by the presentation of novel objects (B-left) and not spatially selective (B-right). (C) Novelty responses in novelty inspecting trials (x-axis) were not correlated with discrimination of NP versus FP objects. Most neurons did not discriminate NP and FP objects. BF phasic neurons were identified as in previous study (49). BF neurons in our task were not spatially selective (A) (103). So, throughout this figure contralateral and ipsilateral trials are analyzed together. Conventions are the same as in Figure S4.
**Figure S11. Cumulative distributions of ZI inactivation related biases on a session by session basis.** Same conventions as Figure 3.

**Figure S12. Multiunit responses across brain areas.** % of multi-unit sites with novelty-seeking signals. The key result of Figure 4A is replicated. The two numbers by each bar indicate the total number of sites and the number of sites with novelty-seeking signals. Conventions and definitions of novelty-seeking signals are the same as in Figure 4A.

**Figure S13. Percentage of neurons displaying novelty-seeking related signals (same as Figure 4A) for Monkey L and S.** Conventions and definitions of novelty-seeking signals are the same as in Figure 4A.

**Figure S14. Percentage of neurons displaying novelty presentation responses and novelty predictions shown separately across brain areas.** Previous work studied novelty responses in single neurons by presenting animals novel and familiar objects and measuring differential neural responses to them. Here, we performed this analysis on an area by area basis (% of neurons shown in blue) during novelty-inspecting trials (Figure 1A). As in previous studies, many brain areas show significant novelty presentation related responses (Red and green asterisks denote p<0.01 and p<0.05 thresholds respectively; Binomial test). On the other hand, our task also measured novelty predictive activity – that is activity related to the anticipation of novel objects in NP versus. FP trials (% of neurons shown in red). Among the recorded regions, only AVMTC displayed more neurons that displayed novelty prediction than would be expected by chance. Analyses were done such that chance level is conventional 5% threshold. For each cell we asked if a neuron discriminated two conditions (N vs F for novelty presentation test; or NP vs FP for novelty prediction test) during target onset epoch. If a neuron displayed selective activation (p<0.025) on either contralateral or ipsilateral trials we counted it as significant. Therefore, after correcting for multiple comparisons (0.025 x 2) the chance level was 5%.

**Figure S15. Correlations of novelty-seeking and inspecting signals** in AVMTC and ZI during task events. Contralateral (A) and Ipsilaterial (B) trials are shown separately aligned on fractal onset and fractal acquisition. Same conventions as in Figure 4B. AVMTC displays correlations during either contralateral or ipsilateral trials, but ZI does so only during contralateral trials.

**Figure S16. Activity of AVMTC neurons.** (A) Average z-scored activity of cells in Figure 4C but shown for contralateral and ipsilateral trials. (B) Same convention as Figure 4E. Analyses were performed on activity aligned on target acquisition here rather than target onset.

**Figure S17. Retrograde and anterograde injections into AVMTC and other temporal regions produce labeling in ZI.** Consistent with rodent literature (86-88), retrograde injection into perirhinal cortex and amygdala produces labeling in the ZI (upper left). Similarly, anterior perirhinal / ventral temporal pole anterograde tracer injection produces results in ZI labeling (upper right). For each case, injection site and label are shown.

**Figure S18. Gaze action related regions are recruited with AVMTC-ZI to support novelty seeking.** Ultimately to guide action gaze control centers in the brain must be recruited - to aim and move the eye to novelty-predicting targets. Therefore, we hypothesized that dorsal prefrontal cortex and the basal ganglia could be recruited later in the trial as the monkey shifts gaze to the novelty-predicting target fractal. To test this we repeated (A) same analysis as in Figure 4A triggered on fractal acquisition. This analyses would therefore also detect neurons whose activity are correlated with response time biases during NvsF trials and during NP vs FP trials. In other words it would not be selective for novelty-related neurons per se. As in Figure 4A, here, AVMTC is most enriched in novelty seeking neurons, but additional regions are recruited during fractal acquisition actions: 45b/8v and globus pallidus (GP).
These regions are known to be related to spatial gaze control and spatial attention (91, 104-106) and their activity is directly to saccadic behavior. To further study how the basal ganglia is recruited during novelty seeking, we also analyzed neurons in subthalamic nucleus and substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) – two additional regions implicated in the regulation of gaze (51, 107, 108) that we use to localize DA and ZI neurons. We found that unlike ZI and AVMTC, during fractal onset, these 4 regions do not contain prominent groups of novelty prediction neurons (B-left, and see Figure S14). And, only GP shows a very weak correlation between novelty inspecting and predicting signals. In contrast, during fractal acquisition (B-right) 45B/8v, GP, and SNr display significant correlations between novelty inspecting and predicting signals suggesting that they may become involved in novelty-seeking particularly during the execution of novelty-seeking gaze behaviors.

Figure S19. Recording locations relative to the anterior commissure (AC). (A) cell # : number of cells in the region. mean(L) - AC(L) : mean of lateral coordinates of the cells in the region, referenced to AC. median(L) - AC(L) : median of lateral coordinates of the cells in the region, referenced to AC. std(L) : standard deviation of lateral coordinates of the cells in the region. |mean(L) - min(L)| : distance of most medial site in the region to mean. |mean(L) - max(L)| : distance of most lateral site in the region to mean. mean(A) - AC(A) : mean of anterior coordinates of the cells in the region, referenced to AC. median(A) - AC(A) : median of anterior coordinates of the cells in the region, referenced to AC. std(A) : standard deviation of anterior coordinates of the cells in the region |mean(A) - min(A)| : distance of most posterior site in the region to mean. |mean(A) - max(A)| : distance of most anterior site in the region to mean. mean(D) - AC(D) : mean of dorsal coordinates of the cells in the region, referenced to AC. median(D) - AC(D) : median of dorsal coordinates of the cells in the region, referenced to AC. std(D) : standard deviation of dorsal coordinates of the cells in the region |mean(D) - min(D)| : distance of most ventral site in the region to mean. |mean(D) - max(D)| : distance of most dorsal site in the region to mean. (B) Same as A but instead of information about all neurons, only information about novelty-seeking related neurons is indicated aligned on fractal onset (top) and fractal acquisition (bottom). Note that striatum is shown as a 3D plot in Figure S20 because this table cannot give the true sense for its unique shape and the location of neurons within it. The striatum wraps from the frontal to the temporal cortex along the anterior-posterior axis (Figure S20).

Figure S20. Posterior ventral striatum is enriched with neurons that respond to novel objects, but not preferentially in novelty seeking neurons. Two views of all striatal neurons are shown relative to the AC (anterior commissure) along the dorsal-ventral, medial-lateral, and anterior-posterior axes. Filled color definitions are the same as in Figure S15. Because this plot does not show discrimination values (AUC) but indicates location, to be complete, we also show neurons that discriminated N vs F and NP vs FP in different signs in blue. Dotted line represents AC along the dorsal-ventral axis. Statistical tests were done on activity aligned on fractal acquisition to match Figure S18. Novelty responding neurons (magenta) are mostly found in posterior ventral regions of the striatum. This replicates the work of Yamamoto, Monosov, Yasuda, and Hikosaka (2012, Journal of Neuroscience). There were 115/731 novelty responding neurons (magenta; below the AC) in the posterior ventral regions, while above the AC, there were only 33/384 (regions below AC were significantly more enriched with novelty responding neurons; p<0.001). Novelty-seeking related neurons (cyan) and neurons that only discriminated NP vs FP (but not novel versus familiar; red) were relatively similarly uncommon in dorsal and posterior ventral striatum (Figure 4A and Figure S18). There were 7/384 novelty-seeking related neurons in the dorsal regions and 9/731 of the posterior ventral regions; and there were 5/384 cells that discriminated NP vs FP (but not novel versus familiar objects) in the dorsal regions and 30/731 in the posterior ventral regions. Overall, Figures S18 and S20 suggest that the AVMTC-ZI system can interact with several basal ganglia and prefrontal circuits to mediate novelty seeking in a task in which novelty has no extrinsic reward value.
METHODS

General procedures. Adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were used for the electrophysiology experiments. All procedures conformed to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Washington University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. A plastic head holder and plastic recording chamber were fixed to the skull under general anesthesia and sterile surgical conditions. For Monkeys R and Z, large neuronal recording chambers were tilted and aimed at SN, LHB, and ZI. Their anterior-posterior extent included other regions of interest such as the BF. After the monkeys recovered from surgery, they participated in the behavioral and neurophysiological experiments.

For acute recording experiments, recording sites were determined with 1 mm-spacing grid system and with the aid of MR images (3T). This MRI-based estimation of neuron recording locations was aided by custom-built software (PyElectrode, (109)) and histology. Single-unit recording was performed using glass-coated electrodes (Alpha Omega), epoxy-coated electrodes (FHC), and 16 and 32 channel linear arrays (v-probes, Plexon). In particular, for ZI and dopamine neurons, we used custom-modified epoxy electrodes with 1.2 to 2.5 MΩ impedance (FHC). Electrodes or linear arrays were inserted into the brain through a stainless-steel guide tube and advanced by an oil-driven micromanipulator (MO-97A, Narishige). Signal acquisition (including amplification and filtering) was performed using Plexon 40kHz recording system. In these experiments, action potential waveforms were identified online by multiple time-amplitude windows, and the isolation was refined using offline clustering on the first three principal components and a measure of non-linear energy (Plexon Offline Sorter).

For Monkeys L and S, we implanted semi-chronic high channel count recording drives (LS124; Gray Matter). To aim the micro drives, we first acquired 3T magnetic resonance images of the monkeys’ brain. We used these MRIs to aim the two micro drives towards the regions of interest, including the prefrontal cortex and the temporal cortex. We then attached MRI compatible chambers to the skull, as usual using MRI compatible ceramic screws (Thomas). After the animals recovered, we performed MRI with fiducials such that we could estimate and reconstruct the path of each electrode (68, 103, 109-111). Following this pre-operative confirmation, we implanted both animals with 124-channel micro drives. These are detailed here: https://www.graymatter-research.com/documentation-manuals. Following craniotomy, we sealed the chamber and used a port to assess whether bacterial growth occurred. Following this safety precaution, we implanted the recording drives containing the electrodes and lowered all channels immediately beyond the dura. In this way, we minimized the impact of post-op dura thickening on the electrode impedance and trajectory. Data from electrode-channels were included in the study if (1) post-op CT images showed that the electrodes were in the brain and were following a trajectory that could be reconstructed, (2) if the electrode-channel produced single units during the history of the array neuronal recordings, and (3) if the post-op impedance was >0.2MΩ or single units were observed. This approach produced 108/124 channels in Monkey L and 124/124 channels in Monkey S. A key difference in success was due to the use of glass coated electrodes (Alpha Omega) in Monkey S versus thinner epoxy electrodes in Monkey L (FHC). Recording locations, including particularly the locations of novelty-selective neurons, were verified in several ways. First, we placed electrolytic marking lesions in Monkey L (74, 112, 113). Second, for both animals, we acquired sequential CT images. These images were registered to the MRI and the locations of the electrodes were directly visualized. Third, as we moved we used functional and anatomical landmarks classically employed by our and other laboratories (e.g. electrophysiological patterns of brain areas like the globus pallidus, striatum, anterior commissure, ventricles, lateral geniculate nucleus) to further verify electrode locations. Hence, like other recent studies using similar technology, for reconstruction, we combined histology, imaging, classical electrophysiological methods (110, 111, 114). The brain regions in the MRI were defined exactly as in previous studies (110, 111, 114, 115) with two exceptions. Posterior 45B and ventral 8 (8v) are hard to differentiate and their separation are contentious. We therefore grouped them
together in this study (Supplemental Figure 19). AVMTC included perirhinal cortex and medial TE (Figure 4A) and was defined widely along the anterior-posterior axis from ~3 mm relative to the anterior commissure, spanning to the temporal pole as in previous studies (Supplemental Figure 19). Previous functional studies have grouped these regions because MRI and histology do not agree on how to differentiate their precise borders along the anterior-posterior axis. The actual locations of novelty-seeking neurons are shown in Figure 4A.

The semi chronic drive contained electrodes with 1.5mm spacing. Signal acquisition (including amplification and filtering) was performed using Plexon 40kHz recording system. Action potentials were identified in two manners. First, we used offline manual sorting (Plexon Offline Sorter). Second, we deployed a semi-supervised template matching based algorithm (Kilosort2) to sort the data and then corrected the results further to avoid over-splitting. To verify the key results of our approach, we also analyzed multi-unit activity (MUA) – a bulk, average, unbiased measure. We defined MUA as signals that passed -2 SD but did not cross -3 SD.

To identify substantia nigra (SN), we used standard landmarks such as subthalamic nucleus, ZI, and the thalamus. We identified putative DA neurons in SN based on classical electrophysiological criteria across monkey studies that have been replicated in optogenetically identified SN DA neurons (9, 10, 54, 55): 1) a low background firing rate at around 5 spikes/s, 2) a wide spike waveform in clear contrast to neighboring neurons with a high background firing rate in the substantia nigra pars reticulata, and 3) a phasic excitatory activity caused by an unexpected reward delivery or trial start cue (116). Because medial DA populations in the VTA are harder to identify online by these criteria (117), we concentrated on the SN. We also recorded in the LHb, which is known to reliably mirror relatively medial motivational value coding DA neurons’ activities (60, 62).

**Histology.** After the end of some recording sessions, we made electrolytic microlesions at the recording sites in Monkey L (~20 µA and 30 s). The monkey was deeply anesthetized using sodium pentobarbital and perfused with 10% formaldehyde. The brain was blocked and equilibrated with 10% sucrose. Frozen sections were cut every 50 μm in the coronal plane. The sections were stained with cresyl-violet. Monkeys that additional participated in tracer injections were perfused in a similar way.

**Tracer related histology.** Two male macaque monkeys were used. These antero-retrograde cases come from the collection of anatomical tracers from the laboratories of Dr. Joel Price that have been digitized by the Monosov laboratory for further analyses. For those injections, Fluoro Ruby (case # 55; 1 µl @ 10%) and Lucifer Yellow (case #58; 0.5 µl @ 10%) were used. Case #55 was published in a previous work by Kondo et. (2003). With the permission of Dr. Price, we re-examined and analyzed the case in relation to the anatomical connections between ZI and anterior ventral medial temporal cortex (AVMTC). The results from case #55 are reported here for the first time. For surgeries and MRI scan anesthesia was induced by ketamine injection (10 mg/kg) and maintained with a gaseous mixture of oxygen, nitrous oxide, and halothane. Animals were given analgesic (buprenorphine, 0.1 mg/kg, i.m.) post-surgery. Craniotomies were performed at the stereotaxic coordinates of the injection sites. Prior to the injections, recordings were performed along the trajectory of the injection site. This procedure helped refine the position of the injection site by controlling for the grey and white matter, sulci, as well as the bottom of the brain. 1 µl of Fluoro Ruby (FR; @ 10%) and 0.5 µl of Lucifer Yellow (LY, @ 10 %) were injected to the AVMTC of case #55 and case #58 respectively. Tracers were injected through micropipettes using air pressure. After each injection, the pipette was left in place for 30 minutes. After 14 days following the surgery, the animals were deeply anesthetized (ketamine, 10 mg/kg), overdosed with sodium pentobarbital (25–30 mg/kg), and perfused with phosphate-buffered saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde solutions, first at pH 6.5, then at pH 9.5, and finally at pH 9.5 with 10% sucrose. The brain was removed and transferred through 10, 20, and 30% sucrose solutions in phosphate buffer at 4°C. After, Brains were frozen in isopentane and dry ice and later cut into several series (12 and 10
series for case #55 and case #58 respectively) of coronal sections at 50 µm thickness. Both FR and LY were processed immunohistochemically with an avidin-biotin-horseradish peroxidase technique.

**Task.** The behavioral task is displayed in Figure 1A. The task began with the appearance of a small orange circular trial start cue at the center of the screen. The monkeys had to fixate this spot for 0.5 seconds. If the animal did not do this within 5 seconds, the trial aborted and the inter trial interval (ITI) started. Following successful fixation, a peripheral visual fractal object stimulus appeared 10 degrees visual angle from the fixation spot. The monkey had to continue to fixate the central fixation spot for 0.35 seconds, or 0.5 seconds. Then, the central fixation spot disappeared and the monkeys were free to gaze anywhere they wished because reward would always be delivered. 50% of the trials were termed novelty-seeking trials (Figure 1A, upper). During one half of these trials, one of two familiar objects appeared. These objects predicted the delivery of a novel object contingent on the animal behavior. That is, if the animals gazed at these peripheral familiar visual objects, they were immediately replaced by a novel object which remained on the screen until the outcome. We termed these novelty-predicting object trials (NP). During the other half of the novelty-seeking trials, one of two familiar objects was presented, and if the animal gazed at them, instead of a novel object, one of two familiar objects was shown. We termed these familiarity-predicting object trials (FP). The task-timing and reward parameters of these two trial types were precisely the same. Another group of trials we termed novelty-inspecting trials (Figure 1A, bottom). These constituted the other 50% of the trials. During these trials, the peripheral objects presented following trial start fixation were either novel (on half of the novelty-inspecting trials) or one of two familiar objects. The novelty-seeking and inspecting trials were not blocked. So, in sum during novelty inspecting and seeking trials, following the trial start fixation epoch, the animals experienced a novel object with 25% chance and a familiar object that could deliver a novel object (NP trials) with 25% chance.

A distinct group of trials began with a pink fixation spot. During these trials the monkeys experienced either a novel object (50%) or one of two familiar objects. However, the novel object was not “regenerated” during the experimental session. That is, it underwent novelty-familiarity transformation because the novel object remained the same and re-appeared throughout the recording session. These trials were used to gain additional evidence that novelty directly mediates gaze behavior. They also further tested whether the dopaminergic system differentiates novelty-familiarity. The timing and reward statistics of these trials were the same as the other trials described above.

In one 6th of trials, unpredicted rewards or unpredicted sensory events, termed unpredicted no-reward cues, were delivered during the ITI (ranging from 0.7s to 1.5s from ITI start). During a single ITI with an unpredicted event, the monkeys experienced only one type of ITI event (reward or no-reward cue).

We further verified monkeys’ novelty preferences in a distinct choice task (Supplemental Figure 2). Here, the animals chose between novelty-predicting and familiarity-predicting objects (same as in Figure 1A in novelty-seeking trials). In this way the monkeys could choose to obtain a novel or familiar object. Reward was not dependent on whether the monkeys chose to receive familiar or novel objects. Hence, the task measured the monkeys’ preference to obtain the opportunity to gaze at a novel object, not their preference for rewards.

**Statistical analyses of neuronal activity.** All statistical tests are specified wherever p-values are reported and were non-parametric unless otherwise noted. When permutations were used, the number is specified. Significant task responsiveness was defined as variance in neural activity across all task events, including ITI events. To determine whether recorded neurons had significant task event related modulations, we computed p values by comparing activities within the time windows 50 to 350 ms from object onset, -200 to 100 ms from gaze object acquisition, and 100 to 400 ms from ITI events (Kruskal-Wallis test; p<0.05). The windows were chosen such that they included key neuronal modulations in
each area and were wide enough to avoid bias towards a particular response pattern (e.g. phasic versus tonic). The comparisons were done across ipsilateral and contralateral NP, FP, Novel, and familiar trials; and in the ITI window across unpredicted reward, unpredicted no-reward cue, and no-event activity. The p-values were then combined (120, 121). This non-parametric method has less assumptions then parametric methods. Nonetheless, we also cross-validated it by a parametric general linear model approach which yielded similar key results for each brain area.

Neural activity was converted to normalized activity as follows. Each neuron’s spiking activity was smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (mean = 50 ms, or 5ms for temporal analyses in Supplemental Figure 8) and then z-scored. To z-score the activity, the neuron’s average activity time course aligned at post fixation peripheral object onset was calculated for each condition. These average activity time courses from the different conditions were all concatenated into a single vector, and its mean and standard deviation were calculated and used to z-score the data. Henceforth, all future analyses converted that neuron’s firing rates to normalized activity by (1) subtracting the mean of that vector, (2) dividing by the standard deviation of that vector (68). To quantifying the novelty-motivated object-acquisition response time bias (novelty bias), we created an index that was computed from the differences in object-acquisition times in NS and NI trials:

\[
A = \frac{RT_{FP} - RT_{NP}}{RT_{FP} + RT_{NP}}
\]

\[
B = \frac{RT_{Familiar} - RT_{Novel}}{RT_{Familiar} + RT_{Novel}}
\]

Novelty-bias index = \(\frac{A + B}{2}\)

Where \(RT_{NP}\), \(RT_{FP}\), \(RT_{Novel}\), \(RT_{Familiar}\) indicate object-acquisition times in NP, FP, Novel and Familiar trials, respectively. The index was computed separately for each session.

For semi chronic array recording, to avoid the silencing of trends by statistical thresholds, we report the raw cell count numbers, verify the results with MUA analyses, and assess whether the relative strength of novelty-seeking related signals across brain areas identifies the same brain areas as prominently carrying novelty-seeking related signals. All of these converge on AVMTC. Because in ZI we found that novelty signals were correlated in novelty-seeking and inspecting trials, we defined novelty seeking neurons as those task-related cells that displayed novelty preference in both trial-types (rank sum test; \(p<0.05\)) with the same coding sign (e.g. inhibited by novelty in both or excited by novelty in both). A neuron could be classified as novelty-seeking related if it passed our criteria on either contralateral or ipsilateral trials to the recording site. This classification identified AVMTC as a prominent source of novelty-seeking signals (Figure 4A).

Across all experiments, to derive neural selectivity indices that measured the strength of discrimination among task events, we used ROC area (area under curve, AUC) to distinguish spike counts across groups of trials (e.g., novel versus familiar; unpredicted reward versus unpredicted no-reward cue). For each index, we specified the precise temporal window and groups of trials being compared in the Main text or Figure legends. Significance was of these indices was measured with Wilcoxon rank sum tests as previously (68).
Novelty signal latencies were performed similarly as previous studies (68, 118, 119). Briefly for two groups of novelty trials (e.g. NP versus FP) we computed AUC in time, comparing spike density functions (SDFs) across the two conditions. Latency of discrimination was when the AUC was significantly greater than chance (0.5 AUC being chance; threshold: >=0.6 for novelty-excited, or <=<0.4 for novelty inhibited; p-value threshold: 0.05) for at least 30 milliseconds. This approach was repeated on SDFs triggered on distinct events (object onset, target acquisition time) to verify latency differences were not due to differences in neural dynamics. The key advantage of this approach is it accurately reflects the relative differences in latency across different brain regions (118), but like all analyses of latency, it does not index the precise true “time” at which the brain explicitly has access to particular information to guide behavior.

**Electrical stimulation and pharmacological inactivation.** Low intensity electrical stimulation (50uA, 400 Hz, 300 ms) was delivered from fractal onset on 50% of trials. The stimulation strength was chosen based on previous studies in monkey (74, 77, 78). The stimulation sites in ZI were determined where significant novelty-excited neurons were found in single-unit recording. The stimulation sites in the subthalamic nucleus and the thalamus were determined to be ~1 or ~2 mm apart from stimulation sites in ZI through the electrode path. We also unilaterally injected GABAa agonist, muscimol (8 μg/μl for monkey R, 4 μg/μl for monkey S) into ZI of monkey R and S. The injection sites were determined where neurons showing a significant novelty-related activity were recorded in single-unit recording. The drug solution was pressure-injected, 0.1 μl per minute at 1-minute interval (0.4 to 0.8 μl in total), using a 10-μl microsyringe (Hamilton) with handmade injectrode. The dose was determined based on previous studies in monkeys (122, 123). During each session, the monkeys first performed 250 trials as a pre-injection control. The drug was then injected. 15 minutes after the injection, the monkeys started performing post-injection trials for as long as they could perform. We also conducted sham sessions as control in which exactly the same procedures as the muscimol-injections were performed except for putting injectrode into brain.
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Low intensity electrical microstimulation of novelty-seeking related regions in the ZI facilitates eye movements
Anterior ventral medial temporal cortex (AVMTC) is a prominent source of novelty-seeking actions in the rat visual association cortex. Novelty-related neurons are present in AVMTC and show distinct activity patterns compared to familiar stimuli. The novelty prediction is encoded in the AVMTC and projects anterogradely to the ZI, the anterior dorsal hippocampus, and the middle cingulate cortex. The novelty-related neurons in AVMTC are involved in encoding prediction errors and are activated during the encoding of novel stimuli. The AVMTC signals novelty and novelty-predictions before ZI, and ZI is relatively more related to novelty-seeking actions.